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SUMMARY

Rotterdam School of Management in the Netherlands

Working as an engineer, I needed new challenge and I decided to take a MBA programme to develop my knowledge

and to broaden network with various people in the world.

Most of people think that American MBA programme is the most competitive. However, considering opportunity cost,

academic period and new experience, I decided to take MBA course in Europe, especially I chose RSM where you can

acquire the most international experience among European MBA schools. Most MBA courses in Europe run for 12

months and RSM of 15 months will be also changed from year of 2010 running for 12 months without summer internship

programme.

RSM gave me strong impression what “International” means not only by those figures of 110 students from 37 other

countries and over 97% overseas students but also meeting those students. The cruise trip along the Rotterdam Maas

River together with faculty staffs were also impressive gift by the school.

However there were some difficulties at the beginning by diverse of English accent from all over the world. Also most of

curriculum had to be achieved by team activity which means schoolfellows’ relationship is more than important. I

remember for Management Accounting class in my first semester, I had to analyze a case with my team in 24 hours and

team fellows from Italy, Turkey, India, Taiwan we all spent 20 hours straight together and went back home at 6 am which

is one of my impressive activities.

Once I experienced to make a presentation about Korean case in the Organization Behavior class, it gave me a valuable

opportunity to know better Korea and to see other students’ view about Korea.

RSM emphasizes “sustainable management” in every curriculum, we could meet many experts as well as Dr. Michael

Braungart who made successful cases in sustainable energy field and environment-friendly. It’s a privilege for RSM

students to have opportunities to learn from company developing Smart Grid, Organic Cacao Chocolate, etc.

Exchange programme makes up the last semester of the course. 30% of students are selected to study in elite schools

in Northern America, Europe, Asia and Africa. RSM is also planning to develop strategic partnerships with Korean

universities and MFM will provide one scholarship to Korean student every year.



by Sang-joon KIM, RSM MBA 2010

The Netherlands is convenient country for foreigners to have their residence. Most of them speak fluent English, so you

don’t need to learn Dutch. Their educational desire is also considerable, and there are 11 universities ranked in top 200

universities in the world by the government thorough supervision.

 

Even on my second thought, I have confidence to choose RSM. I firmly believe that my experience in RSM will be

perfect for fostering leadership for society with diverse of cultural background as well as global competitiveness.


